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Abstract 
This paper reports the findings of a study of students’ views on history as a school subject. The study aimed to investigate pupils’
perceptions of the usefulness of studying school history and history in general. Particular attention was paid to pupils’ feedback
on educational material used in history teaching and teacher’s contribution. 
The research was conducted across 8 schools in North Greece and over 200 young people (age 12-15) took part in it. In terms of 
the sample, data was obtained from a range of different schools taking into consideration geographical, social-economic and 
ethnic background parameters. The survey consisted of focus group interviews. 
The outcomes indicate a contradiction between the aspects of history promoted by the particular history curriculum and pupils’ 
perceptions of the subject. According to pupils’ reflections on the subject, school history does not seem to affect their way of
thinking and their understanding of the past; points that are mentioned in the history curriculum. The paper suggests that pupils’
voices should be heard whenever school history course is discussed in order to bridge this gap because they experience history 
teaching ‘in real life’ and pupils are the most involved agent in the teaching and knowing process.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
In every chronological, social, political and national context, history in general and particularly history education 
was called to play a significant role in order to serve mostly political and social ideas and orientations (Evans 1997, 
Nash et al. 2000, Barton and Levstik 2004, Epstein 2008). Recently, a significant literature has been developed on 
the field of history education and school history, trying to define and re-define the role that both are called to play in 
each society. Particularly, history curriculum and history textbooks are very often the focus since they constitute a 
sufficient tool for political powers to diffuse their ideas (Apple 2000) reflecting the role that is given to history in 
order to serve these ideas (Marsden 2001, Roberts 2004, Nicholls 2006). Examination of curricula and textbooks 
provides meaningful and fruitful conclusions about the role that was given to history education and school history 
by political powers and social-economic situations (see, for example Nash et al. 2000, Foster and Crawford 2006).
On the other hand, in cases where alteration to school history orientation and/or in educational systems generally 
is about to occur, people from different backgrounds are invited to participate in a dialogue concerning what 
meaning and inclination should be given to the subject. But, as Thiessen (2007) argue little attention is paid to 
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pupils’ experience from and engagement in life in classroom and school. Pupils ‘are shown as doing in the 
classroom rather than as thinking, intending and caring’ (Erickson and Shults (1992) citied in Thiessen and Cook-
Sather 2007:4) 
Thus, it is really thought interesting not only to obtain insights into the perceptions of the decision and policy 
makers- but, into the perceptions of the recipients of the subject meaning pupils’ perceptions as well. What do pupils 
think about history as a school subject and in general? What are their ideas about the usefulness of history? What 
aspects of history do they think as the most significant to be taught at schools? What are their opinions about 
educational materials of school history? These are some of the questions that this study tried to explore in the 
context of the Greek education.
    In Greece, school history has its own history. It is placed within liberal arts courses, is continuously included in 
all school programmes of all levels, constitutes an autonomous subject which has its own educational materials and 
has a significant position in learning and teaching processes at schools. During the last century, in this country, 
school history, its role and its content has been changed several times but it was employed to serve mostly 
ethnocentric purposes (Avdela 2000). The most recent attempt to re-define this particular subject was in 2003. In 
this year, a new history curriculum was compiled and new textbooks were published in accordance with the 
objectives stated in the specific curriculum. This Curriculum states that the main aim of school history is ‘the 
development of historical thinking and historical awareness […] which is very close to the general aim of education 
which is to help individuals to develop into responsible citizens’ (Cross-Thematic Curriculum Framework for 
History 2003:99) What do pupils’ think about that? Does school history help them to develop their historical 
thinking and historical awareness and become responsible citizens?  
2. Methodology 
The research was conducted in North Greece and at the two levels of the Greek compulsory education - primary 
and junior high schools. In total, 8 schools were included into the sample of the research and 213 young people (12 
and 15 years old) took part in it. After taking into consideration geographical, social-economic and ethnic 
background parameters, the schools were randomly selected. In the list provided by the Greek Ministry of 
Education, each school has its own number/code. From this list, three primary and three junior high schools with 
codes ending in 18 and 20 and situated in Western-North, Centre-North and Eastern-North Greece, were selected. 
Also, one Muslim minority primary and one Muslim minority junior high school, situated in Thrace, were included 
in the sample.  
For data collection, it was decided to use qualitative methods in order to have depth in the study. Thus, the 
outcomes are based on focus group interviews which typically had six pupils in each group (expect one group which 
had 5 pupils), with equal sex representation. The class that participated in the research was chosen by the Head of 
the schools. The guidance given to the Heads of the schools was that they should try to involve in the research a 
variety of pupils in terms of abilities, social-economic status and background. Also, the parents’ and pupils’ consent 
was requested. 
The research design and consequently the discussion held in focus group discussions was based on four axes: 
pupils’ ideas about a) the usefulness of school history (including the general purpose of history teaching, the 
usefulness of history in everyday life, pupils’ attitude to history as a school subject b) the kind of history that they 
like to be taught (concerning the kind of history –political, military, economic, social etc. - that they are currently 
taught and the kind of history they would prefer to be taught) c) the educational materials of the subject (what kind 
of educational material are used at the present time, what are pupils’ views on them and how they might be 
improved) d) teacher’s contribution (concerning the teacher’s personality and teaching approach). 
Focus group interviews were taped using a digital voice recorder and then transcribed. The data were analysing 
using NVIVO software. To code pupils’ responses, firstly, 12 focus group interviews were read using NVIVO. 
Initial categories were constructed from the first data-set, and then these categories were applied to the remaining 
focus group interviews. Additionally, the categories were tested for any overlaps and/or omissions and after the final 
re-definition, they were applied to all the transcripts.
Taking into consideration the limitations that this paper imposes, the outcomes are presented briefly highlighting 
the points that are thought significant according to the four main axes of the study. 
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3. Findings 
3.1. What are pupils’ perceptions of the usefulness of school history? 
The project illustrated that the majority of pupils acknowledge school history as a significant subject that must be 
included in school programs of every school grade at every level. 
The question about the general purpose of teaching history at school gave cause for thought for many students 
since they had not thought about it before. The majority of them (195 pupils) declared that teaching history at school 
means knowing about their ancestors’ lives and their sacrifices to gain the freedom of their country. They also 
mentioned that through knowing about their ancestors, they learn about their origins and feel proud of their nation, 
especially for the ancient Greek civilization and its contribution to the world. Several pupils (5 comments) stated 
that teaching history enabled them to ‘defend their country and its rights in case another country offends against 
Greece’ (int. 21, 15 years old pupil). The rest of the pupils said school history helps them to realize the good things 
done in the past as well as the bad things. On the same path, these young persons thought that this kind of realization 
could stand for an example for the future; good actions and decisions to be repeated and bad ones to be avoided. 
Narrowing the question and focusing it on the usefulness of school history in pupils’ everyday life, pupils 
discussed that they are not using the knowledge obtained from history teaching in their current life and they do not 
think that they will use it in future. The main uses of history knowledge underlined by the pupils’ were: ‘We could 
use it if somebody asks us about a historical event in the future, if we could still remember something about it, or if 
we are involved in a discussion about a particular historical event’ (int. 13, 12 years old pupil) or in cases ‘of being 
history teachers’ (int. 30, 12 years old) and ‘being parents and our children have some questions and they like us to 
help them’ (int 7. 15 years old pupil) as well as ‘ to get a good mark in year examinations’ (int. 18, 15 years old 
pupil).  
In many interviews (in 32 transcripts), it was also clear that pupils, although they thought school history as a 
significant subject at school, developed a feeling of dislike for the subject. The first things that came to their minds 
when they heard ‘school history’ were: ‘dates’, ‘names’, ‘too many events’, ‘talking and talking’, ‘boring’, 
‘difficult’, ‘wars’, ‘battles’, ‘revolutions’, ‘too much reading’ and ‘very long texts’. It could be said that these words 
were indicators of the reasons of why participants did not enjoy their history lessons.  
 3.2. What kind of history do pupils like to be taught?  
All participants agreed that, in the history they are taught at school, the focus is on political and military historical 
events. On one hand, wars, revolutions, battles, expeditions and on the other hand, contracts, treaties, legislation 
were the main historical events included in school history according to young people responses. All these events are 
stated with many details and chronologies, dates and names that ‘you need a second head to put all these in’ (int.11, 
12 years old). According to them, too little space was given to social and everyday history. ‘We do not learn about 
what our ancestors did in their everyday life’ (int. 5, 12 years old) ‘…that’s what matters: to know what people did 
in their everyday life in past years, to understand similarities and differences’ (int.24, 15 years old).  
Another interesting issue that was raised during the interviews was about which nation/nations’ history should be 
included in history lessons. Many pupils (approximately 50%) underlined that they could not understand the aim of 
being taught about other nations’ history, for example, why the French Enlightenment and the American Revolution 
are taught at Greek schools. For them, history should involve only the history of the Greek nation. ‘I do not care 
about what happened in France 100 years ago. I do care about what happened in my country at that time’ (int. 9, 12 
years old). In cases where participants could understand the reason for the place of other nations’ history in history 
lessons, their responses indicated that other nations’ history should be presented briefly, and only events of world 
interest should be explained in a more detailed way like the World War II.  
The majority of participants (201pupils) suggested that the focus of school history should be on everyday life. 
They found social history more alluring and very close to their interests. ‘As a child, I will be very interested to see 
how children lived in old times instead of how diplomats reacted’ (int.31, 12 years old). They added that selected 
military and political events could be included in history, but only the most significant for the world and the human 
beings.  ‘When you are taught only about wars and battles during your whole childhood, when you will be adult, I 
believe, that you will repeat what you have been taught’ (int.16, 15 years old). Other suggestions were about art 
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history and history of music and architecture, cultural and family history. ‘This year we were told to find out about a 
national hero’s life. I did not do that project. I preferred to explore my great-grandfather’s life. It was more useful 
for me. That kind of history should be included in history teaching’ (int. 28, 15 years old).
3.3. What educational materials are used in history lessons? What are pupils’ opinions about them? 
The basic educational material used in history classes is school textbook. In the majority of the transcripts, there 
was the comment that school textbooks are very problematic for pupils because of very long texts included in 
textbooks and the language of these texts which is too difficult for them to understand as special vocabulary from 
the discipline of history is embedded. Although illustration and primary sources support the text, participants’ 
responses indicated that occasionally teacher and pupils worked on them because of the lack of time. Since the texts 
are very complicated, time is spent on teachers’ efforts to ‘translate’/ explain the text to pupils in order them to be 
able to study at home and do their homework. ‘I have the feeling that our teacher is a kind of translator or, if you 
like, ‘restrictor’; instead of being a kind of motivator of our minds broadening’ (int. 29, 15 years old). Young 
participants declared that when there was enough time, they enjoyed studying illustrations and sources. Especially, 
visual materials were very well welcomed by every pupil. ‘Instead of listening to our teacher talking and talking, 
looking at a photo is more creative. I draw my own conclusions’ (int. 14, 15 years old).  
Additionally, the use of technology like documentary films and searching on the web, visits to museums and 
places of historical interest are some of the pupils’ suggestions as to how history lessons could be improved and 
what other educational materials could be used. But it should be said that young people underlined the usefulness 
and the necessity of textbooks as a guide for them, especially for their homework. They added that textbooks should 
be improved. ‘I think that the authors should give their books firstly to their children to read them and learn from 
them. I believe this is a way of testing them. If their children are able to read and understand them, we will be able 
to read and understand them as well (int. 29, 12 years old).
3.4. What do pupils think about history teacher’s contribution to the subject? 
The most used teaching approach in history lessons was: lecture (it was referred in all interviews). When pupils 
were asked to describe a common history lesson, they mentioned that teachers always lecture in order to teach them. 
This ‘talking and talking’ approach is very boring. I can’t stand it. I get bored and I turn to my mate and we have a 
great talking together’ (int. 3, 15 years old).  However, many pupils (127) tried to explain their teachers’ choices. 
They argued that this approach is the teacher’s only choice because of the difficulty of textbooks, the lack of time 
and the large syllabus which must be taught. In two schools, history teachers prepared summaries of the chapters in 
simpler language and gave them to pupils to read instead of the textbooks. 
A large percentage of pupils (64%) proposed that history teachers should employ a variety of teaching 
approaches to the subject like group work, role playing etc. Doing so, the subject could be more interesting and 
‘…more things would stick in our minds’ (int. 2, 12 years old).  
Concerning teacher’s personality, the study showed that it had a significant influence on pupils’ views. Teachers 
who tried to create a safe and trusting atmosphere in the classroom had a positive influence on pupils, and 
consequently pupils were more interested in history lessons. ‘This year the teacher does not care about us. Last 
year, we had a great teacher. She had got a great sense of humor and when she entered the classroom, there was 
always a smile on her face. This year, when our teacher enters the classroom, she says strictly: ‘open your books! 
Answer this and that!’ We can not do history lessons like that’ (int. 36, 15 years old). It could be mentioned that 
primary school pupils seemed more satisfied from their teachers than the pupils of junior high school. One group of 
pupils mentioned that ‘Our teacher is not a history teacher. She does not know history. It is true. She told us so. She 
is learning history by teaching us. Can you trust this person?’ (int. 13, 15 years old).  
Finally, in general, there were no significant differentiations based on the profile of pupils participated in this 
research concerning age, sex, social, economic and ethnic background.
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4. Discussion 
The outcomes of this study indicate a contradiction between the aspects of history promoted by the Greek history 
curriculum and pupils’ perceptions of the subject. Although pupils participating in this research acknowledge school 
history as an important subject, it seems that they felt school history in a national context and the subject had no 
significant influences on their personality and/or on their future life in general. According to their responses, school 
history does not appear to affect their way of thinking and their understanding of the past; points that are mentioned 
in the history curriculum. Additionally, the findings identify pupils’ feeling of disaffection for the subject. These 
particular young persons did not enjoy history lessons. According to their views, the kind of history that is taught, 
the textbooks, and the teaching approaches, are incompatible with their interests and their abilities. In this 
framework, what is the reason for this contradiction and how could this gap between official policy and everyday 
practice be bridged?   
In many countries (see for example Macintyre and Clark 2004, Haydn 2004) including Greece (see for example 
Brocders 2008), school history constituted- and still constitutes- a field of ‘battles’ and debates concerning the aim 
of history teaching. Many groups from every level of society take part in these debates expressing suggestions and 
proposals based on their ideas about school history. Often, pupils’ voices are not heard in this kind of debate, 
although they are the persons most affected by the debate. I think that this small-scale study indicates that pupils’ 
voices are very interesting and underline significant points for the subject. They also highlighted history teaching ‘in 
real life’ meaning that apart from official declarations and statements, school history in the classroom is more 
complicated and sometimes problematic, and only pupils who are the recipients are able to experience these aspects. 
I suggest that every time school history is discussed or is the subject of investigation under whatever 
circumstances, it is necessary pupils to be included in the discussion and their voices to be taken into consideration. 
This is especially relevant in cases of educational change, such as the recent one introduced in Greece. As Fullan 
(2007: xii) states: “…working on ‘coherence’ is the key to dealing with the fragmented demands of overloaded 
reform agendas”.
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